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Low Lux Night Vision Camera

With a small amount of ambient light the
low lux camera will give the operator a
detailed picture unlike thermal.

The Low Lux Night Vision camera is a safety device that extends your work hours on the water. The black and white picture
allows for safe maneuvering of waterways or when docking. Use as a stand alone device or an enhancement to radar. The
25 mm low lux camera connects to any monitor with a RCA video jack, or add a DVR to record your trip.

The camera can be mounted permanently or use the optional vacuum mount for quick and easy removal. Measuring only 6"
in length and 3.5" in diameter the camera is small enough to be stored after usage to prevent theft. This camera is a
valuable tool in extending your time on the water, yet is priced far below thermal imaging systems.

Works with all types of vessels - From ships, work boats, yachts, commercial
boats to small run abouts and fishing boats.

The camera is sealed to IP66 rating and meets Coast Guard electrical
standards. This assures that the camera will always deliver a reliable and
high quality video image. Splash proof and damage resistant. Very durable
and water tight for on deck mounting locations. 

Match this camera with a DVR recorder for up to one week of continuous
trouble free recording at a low cost.

Specifications

Camera Type Low Lux

Input Power
12V DC + or hardwire to a switch
to power the camera

Current Less 1 amp

Diameter and Length 3.5” diam. x 6” (camera housing)

Resolution 570TVL

LUX 0.0003 Lux

Picture Element 437K pixels

Rating IP66

Lens Focal Length 25mm std.

Angle of View 19.9 degrees

Camera Warranty 3 years

Video Outputs

Composite RCA video jack, BNC
composite video with standard 20
foot cable provided, RG 59 low loss
coax cabling

Description Part Number

low lux camera CNVLLW

vacuum mount CVMR


